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$uMMARY
Numericel values of the calculated bound.ary-induced-upwash
velocities necessaq for the determination of the Jet-boundery
corrections for swept reflection-planemodels mounted vertically in
7- by 10-foot, closed, rectangular wind tunnels exe presented h
chart form. A few calculatims made by using these values of upwash,
indicated @at for pl~ forms having taper ratios of about l/2,
sweep h-essentially no effect on the correction. Except for
extreme cases of inverse taper the effect of sweep appears to be less
then 10 percent for sweep angles up to 60°.
INTRODUCTION
The general methods of calculating the various corrections
necessitated by the influence of the jet boundaries upn the
character sties of semispan models mounted on reflection planes in
rectangular wind tunnels have been developed in reference 1. Also
presented in reference 1 are numerical venues of the corrections for
unswept wings mounted frcm the ‘i’-footwall in 7- by 10-foot, closed,
rectengukm wind tunnels.
The purpose of the present paper is to yresent values of the
jet-boundary-induced-upwashvelocities f~mwhich the corrections
for swept wings mounted frm the 10-foot well in 7’- by 10-foot,
closed,rectangular wind tunnels can be calculated by the methods of
reference 1.
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vortex semispan
wing semi-exea
wing Spen
tunnel cross-sectional area, 70 square feet
10Cd_ wiq chord
Ustance parallel to X-eais
distance frcm reflection wall
jet-boundary correction
lifting line (total)
jet-boundary correction
untayered wing
taper factor
factor for induced sngle at
factor at lifting Une for
taper ratio (Tip chord/Root chord)
sweep angle of lifting line, positive when swept back
tunnel height, 7 feet
tunnel width, 10 feet
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Boundary-hduced-Upwash Velocities
A complete discussion of the image method of satisfying the
boundary condition end calculating the induced upwash velocity for
closed rectangular tunnels is presented in reference 1. The bO~a~-
induced-upwashvelocity at the lifting line of an unswept wing maybe
determined.froma two-dimensional q arrangement satisfying the l
boundq conditions for a single traiU_ng vortex and its reflection.
Values of this bounaary-induced-upwash velocity for trailing vortices
located at various distances s from the reflection wall are presented
in figure 1.
The upwash velocity at the 33fting We for swept wings may be
determined by the use of horseshoe-type vortices with swept bound
vortices. This methd, however, is$very tedious (see reference 2) and
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would entail calcul.atims for wings of various spins end various sweep
sx@.es. A simpler method in which the swept lifting line, or bound
vortex) is replaced.by a stepped lifting line which is obtained by
superimposinghorseshoe-type vortices of various spans at various yosi-
tions along the lifting LLne is illustrated in figure 2. lhasmch as
stepped vortex Wes with relativdl.yfew steps have been used satis-
factorily in wing theory, this method seems to be sufficiently aocurate
for detemiming the boundary-tiduced-upwashvelocity. AU. the trailing
vortices except the.one at the tip have been canceled (fig. 2) and
represent a wing with a rectmgul.a.r-typeloading which in most cases
approxfmates the actual loaiHng well eqou.ghfor the determinantion of
the boundery-induced-upwashvelocity. Reference 3 haa shown that
the upwash velooity is m&Lnly dependent upon the totsl lift and is
relatively independent of the 13.ft distribution. However~ if a more
aocurate appro-tion of the aotual load distribution is desired it
may be obtained by breaking up the actual loading into steps, as in
referenoe 1, and by assigning the strength of each step to the corres-
spendingpositive horseshoe-type vortex in figure 2. The strength of
each negative horseshoe-type vortex is equal to the strength of the
yositive horseshoe-type vortex, the bound vortex of which coincides
with that of the negative horseshoe-type vortex. For exemple, vortex C
has the same strength as vortex B but is of opposite sign and leaves
a trailing vortex between vortex A and vortex B of strength equal to
the difference between vortex A and vortex B.
Figure 2 shows that when the upwash velocity along the lifting
line due to eaoh horseshoe-type vortex is being detemined the upwash
velocity ahead of and behind eaoh horseshoe-type vortex must be known. Stic(
fi~e 1 presents only the upwash ~elocity at the horseshoe-type
vortex, additional calculations have.been made and are pesented in
figure 3* This figure presents the additional upwash velocity at
various distances y frmn the reflection wall.and x behtid the
lifttig line of various horseshoe-type vortices of semispn s. In
determining the upwash velocity at a point belxbmithe horseshoe-t~e vor-
tex the value from figure 3 is added to that of figure 1. If, however,
the yoint h question is ahead of the horseshoe-type vortex the value
from figure 3 is subtracted frm that of figure 1.
The boundary-induced-upwashvelocity along various sweTt lifting
lines has been determined by using figures 1 and 3 and is presented
in figure 4. These vaiues are based on a rectangular loading .md a
stepped lifting line where eaoh step had a span of 1 foot. (See fig. 2.)
In order to detemine the upwash velocity along the span of a given
wtig, the sweep of the lifting ltie (usually the quarter-chord line)
md the effective vortex semispan (usually about 90-percent wing semi-
span) must be detetied. Once these two factors are known the upwash
velocity at any point y along the lifting lfie can be obtatied from
fiq.lre4.
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Figure 4 cen slso be used to detemnine the boundmy-iniluced-upwash
velocity for my tyye loading by superposition of various rectmgular
10@dJlgB l
Correction Factors
Once the induced velocities have been determined the various
correction factors may be ohtaln.ed%y the methods described in refer-
ence 1. Tn order to determine the order of magnitude of the sweep
effect on the angle-of-attack correction, the correction factor at
the liftQ lti 52z has been detemined for various sweep angles
end is pre6ent&l b figure 5. ~is factor was calculated by the
follow= fomnula which weights the effect of the boundsry+duced-
upwash velocity according to the locel chonl:
c
%z = —2ss
/
~ay
o
Inasmch as the taper effect is rather small, the actual variation
of 52z with taper was repl=ed by a.13n&r variation which resulted
.
in the foKLowing expression: .
% z = 5ZZ’ +% (1.0 - k)
.
where bZzt, the jet-kmndary correction factor at the lifting lhe for
untapered wing, and. ~, the taper fsctor, me presented in figure 5.
A rectmar spsn loading smd a vortex semispsn equal to O.9 of the
wing semispan were assumed for these calculations. The correction
factor increases with sweepback for the unta~red wings and decreases
with sweepback for the highly tape~d wing. However, for plan forms
having taper ratios of about 1/2, sweey has essentially no effect on
the correction. Wcept for extreme cases of tiverse taper the effect
of sweep a~esm3 to be less than 10 percent for sweep sngles up to
60°.
h figure 5 the span is presented h terms of the tunnel height.
Therefore, these correction factors can be used in determining the
correction for any tunnel having the same height-to-width ratio.
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CONCLUIXU?G REMARRS
I
The boundery-induced-upw=h velocity behind and ahead of the
lifting line has been calculated and the values are _p=sented in chart
fOzml. From these charts the Imun@ry-induced-upwash velocity for
swept reflection-planewings mounted vertically in 7- by 10-foot,
closed, rectangular wind tunnels cm be detemined l The VZU50US
correction factors can then be calculated.by previously developed
methods.
Calculation have shown that for plm forms having taper ratios
of alout 1/2, sweep has essentid.ly no effect cm the correction. Except
for etireme cases of inverse taper the effect of sweep appears to be
less than 10 percent for sweep angles up to 6C0.-
Langley Aeronautical Ld%oratory
National Advisory Camnittee for Aermautics
LangleyField, Vs., September 13, 1948
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